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Abstract: The reconstruction of pupils modelling processes can be found in many empirical studies within the literature on modelling. The empirical differentiations of the phases, which includes putting statements and actions of the pupils in the right phase, has not been reconstructed from a cognitive psychological point of view on a micro level thus far. In this article different modelling cycles are discussed with attention to distinctions in the various phases. The “modelling cycle under cognitive psychological aspects” is specifically emphasized in contrast to the other cycles. On the basis of the results of the COM²-project (Cognitive psychological analysis of modelling processes in mathematics lessons, Borromeo Ferri) the phases of the modelling process are described empirically. Some difficulties in the process of distinguishing the various phases are also pointed out.


ZDM-Classification: C30, D10

1. Different modelling cycles - different approaches and aims

Looking at the literature on modelling and applications one can find different modelling cycles. These cycles are different, because they are dependent on various directions and approaches of how modelling is understood and in some cases, if complex or non complex tasks are used. Kaiser (1995) gave a historical overview about different directions in the modelling discussion. In a new attempt (Kaiser et al., in press; Sriraman & Kaiser, 2006) to classify approaches and backgrounds of the national and international modelling discussion, it became much more evident, that different standpoints and views on modelling exist. I will not go into detail concerning the latter aspects, but discuss the various modelling cycles found in the literature. Most approaches, which will be presented belong to the German and Anglo-Saxon speaking countries. Current views of modelling in Romance speaking countries especially regarding modelling cycles could not be found. However I will not give a whole historical overview about the discussion regarding modelling cycles itself. In the following the focus lies on the view of various modelling cycles with respect to the aspects of the differentiation of real situation (RS), situation model (SM) respectively mental representation of the situation (MRS), real model (RM) and mathematical model (MM). The terms situation model (SM) and mental representation of the situation (MRS) are used synonymously in this article. In the COM²-project the latter one is more suitable (see section 2.2).

In the modelling discussion in Germany there are arguments, whether or not it is necessary to distinguish between these phases mentioned before. Besides these differences it is obvious, that within the various cycles also the phase of validation and the phase of interpretation are sometimes understood as mixed or separately. This aspect is recognized but will not be discussed here in depth. So I divide four groups of modelling cycles concerning the first three phases and illustrate them as follows¹:

Group 1: Distinction between situation model (SM)/mental representation of the situation (MRS) and real model (RM).

Group 2: Mixed type of SM/MRS and RM.

¹ My thanks go to Gabriele Kaiser and Werner Blum for constructive discussions.
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Group 3: No distinction between SM/MRS and RM it is named understand as RM.
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Group 4: From real situation (RS) to mathematical model (MM) without distinction in SM/MRS and RM.

fig.3: Group 4

1.1 Detailed description of the groups

In order to make this classification more transparent they are now described and illustrated with selected examples:

The new thing done (in the DISUM-project (Blum/Messner/Pekrun)) is the idea, not taking word problems but complex modelling tasks, which is a new viewpoint in connection with the situation model. Blum/Leiss understand the situation model as an important phase during the modelling process, even as the most important one. That is because they describe the transition between real situation and situation model as a phase of understanding the task.

A similar approach (Borromeo Ferri, in press) in the COM²-project is using the phase of the situation model in adaptation of the modelling cycle of Blum/Leiss. However Borromeo Ferri used the name mental representation of the situation (MRS) instead of situation model, because this term better describes the kind of internal processes respectively the mental picture of an individual after/while reading the given (complex) modelling task. Besides this aspect, she uses this modelling cycle with these different phases to describe and to reconstruct these phases empirically. See the “modelling cycle under a cognitive psychological perspective” in section 2.2.

Group 1: The researchers who “work” with this (new) kind of modelling cycle focus especially on the cognitive processes of individuals during modelling processes. This is why the situation model is included in this cycle, because the researchers suppose that this phase is more or less run through by all individuals during modelling.

The well known term situation model is mainly used in connection with non complex modelling problems, to be precise, with word problems (see Kintsch & Greeno 1985, Nesher 1982, Verschaffel & Greer and a lot more) and has his origin in the text linguistics. A situation model can be described, without going into great detail here (see more in Group 2), as a mental representation of the situation, which is given in the word problem. Blum/Leiss (2005) used the situation model leaning on Reussers approach (1997) and integrated it as new phase in their modelling cycle.

Group 2: A lot of research has been done in the field of word problems and how they can be solved: With theories of problem solving processes (e.g. Newell & Simon 1972); With theories of processes of text comprehensions (e.g. Anderson 1976); Analysis of the representation of the problems, particularly when text is used to present problem information or
instructions (e.g. Hayes & Simon 1974). Kintsch & Greeno (1985) for instance developed a model, which main components are a set of knowledge structures and a set of strategies for using these knowledge structures in building a representation and in solving the problem. But not only in Kintsch’ & Greeno’s work, but also in many other investigations one can find, as mentioned before, the situation model, sometimes called as the problem model:

“The situation model includes inferences that are made using knowledge about the domain of the text information. It is a representation of the content of a text, independent of how the text was formulated and integrated with other relevant experiences. Its structure is adapted to the demands of whatever tasks the reader expects to perform.”
(Kintsch & Greeno 1985, 110)

The phenomenon of the situation model seen as part of solving word problems brings out a kind of modelling cycle, in which the phase of building a situation model coincides with the phase building a real model. Blum & Niss (1991) pointed out that word problems already represent a real model and it therefore is about a reduced process of developing a model. The real situation in word problems is even simplified, so the mental representation of the situation or the situation model results directly from the real model. A legitimate question in this context could be from a theoretical point of view: Is a situation model really built before the real model is understood as a structured aspect in the word problem? Not answering this question here, I want to make clear, that the research works around solving and analysing word problems can be summarized regarding a modelling cycle, which combines situation model and real model. To this Group 2 belong DeCorte & Verschaffel (1981), Nesher et al. (2003), Kintsch & Greeno (1985), Reusser (1997) and a lot more researchers.

Group 3: In this group researchers do not distinguish between SM/MRS and RM. So the situation model is not a phase in this kind of modelling cycle. Blum (1996) and Kaiser (1995) developed a cycle which is presenting this way of understanding the modelling process. What I mentioned about the cycle of Blum/Leiss in Group 1, however Blum is now arguing for the modelling cycle including the situation model, less for the cycle he developed in the 80’s and 90’s. So he sees more reasons for a difference between phases. Kaiser (2005) is more oriented in another direction at the moment, namely not to distinguish in a real model. That has also something to do with her experiences of many university series of seminars on mathematical modelling. But describing the next group afterwards it will be said more about that aspect. Also Maaß (2004) belongs to this group. On the basis of her empirical study she sees this kind of modelling cycle especially for 11th to 13th graders suitable for teaching modelling, but not for seven graders. That is why Maaß also is a “member” of Group 4.

See as an example for this group the modelling cycle from Kaiser (1995, 68) and Blum (1996, 18):

![Modelling cycle from Kaiser (1995) and Blum (1996)](fig. 8: Modelling cycle from Kaiser (1995) and Blum (1996))
Group 4: Particularly in this group different directions of modelling are combined, which have one thing in common: for them there is no phase between real situation and mathematical model. Accordingly no distinction in real model or situation model is carried out. This has in part something to do with the kind of modelling problems which were used in this context. Mostly these are “realistic and complex” problems. So also the level of mathematics to solve these problems is another than in non complex problems. A prominent researcher, generally in the field of modelling, but especially in the way of considering modelling for understanding the real world better is of course Pollak (1979). Below one can see his modelling cycle:

![Modelling cycle of Pollak (1979, 233)](fig. 8: Modelling cycle of Pollak (1979, 233))

Further researchers belonging and using this kind of modelling cycle are for example Schupp (1989) and Ortlieb (2004).

As indicated earlier, Kaiser (2005) is more or less oriented in this direction, because her point of view lies more in the real complex problems itself and their solution process, less in a psychological view on modelling. In this context her experiences with seminars on mathematical modelling at university, which were based at school and were in cooperation with mathematicians and mathematics educators at school, play a role. Referring to Ortlieb (2004) she pointed out: “In applied mathematics one does not distinguish a real model from a mathematical model, but regards the transition from real life situation into a mathematical problem as a core of modelling.” (Kaiser 2005, 101)

But not only “realistic” modelling can be a reason not to distinguish in a real model. Lesh et al. (2003) show a cycle without these differentiations. One reason for that could be their more pedagogical and psychological view on modelling concerning to every day school practise. Maaß (2004), mentioned before, is also a “member” of this group. She developed her cycle on the basis of her empirical study in school while teaching modelling with seven graders. She made clear, that for pupils’ understanding of the modelling process a further differentiation in the real model is too difficult.

1.2 Summary of the groups and discussion

The presented classification of types of differentiations within the illustrated modelling cycles show, that different directions and viewpoints on modelling exist in the background. But there are also some more aspects to emphasize and to discuss:

- In general these modelling cycles and the description of the phases are normative and are seen as an ideal way of modelling. Through many empirical studies we know in the meantime, that the modelling process courses not in a linear way. But there is still a lack of research, how phases of modelling can be described on a micro-level and then be compared in contrast to the “ideal phases”. This will be one aspect or rather one of the questions, which is analyzed in the COM²-project.

- Referring to the differentiations of the phases, especially between mathematical model and real model (and now also between situation model), there is a controversial discussion mainly in the German modelling community. The assumption
is that it is particularly difficult to prove these distinctions empirically. Shortly expressed: The more phases are differentiated theoretically the more difficult will be the empirical differentiation. One question in the COM²-project is if phases can be distinguished empirically, which will be discussed in the next chapter.

- An important point is of course to make a separation between modelling cycles used for research or for school aims. Concerning what was mentioned in Group 4, Maaß (2004) and Kaiser (2005) see a reduction of phases in a modelling cycle, which is taught in school as more useful. Maaß (2004) showed in her study with seven graders, that it was difficult for them to distinguish between real model and mathematical model in special. So it is legitimate to ask, if we need one kind of modelling cycle for school and one kind of cycle for research. Is it perhaps possible to have one for all purposes? This has to be discussed in the near future.

- One approach of combining aims for teaching modelling at school and aims for the research of modelling is given by Lesh & Sriraman (2005). They developed a conceptual scheme of models and modelling. But this schematic model is on another level as the cycles presented before. However through this model Lesh & Sriraman made clear the following aspects, which can help to answer the above mentioned question:

“So, in essence there are three kinds of complex systems: (a) “real life” systems that occur (or are created) in everyday situations, (b) conceptual systems that humans develop in order to design, model, or make sense of the preceding “real life” systems, and (c) models that researchers develop to describe and explain students’ modelling abilities. These three types of systems correspond to three reasons why the study of complex systems should be especially productive for researchers who are attempting to advance theory development in the learning sciences. In mathematics and science, conceptual systems that humans develop to make sense of their experiences generally are referred to as models. A naive notion of models is that they are simply (familiar) systems that are being used to make sense of some other (less familiar) systems - for some purpose. For example, a single algebraic equation may be referred to as a model for some system of physical objects, forces, and motions.”

(Lesh & Sriraman 2005, 504)

2. From normative to descriptive – from theory to empiricism

In this section the COM²-project will be described shortly. Questions and goals of the study and also used methods, especially for the reconstructed phases of the modelling process will be presented. After that, an example of a normative description of a modelling process will be shown. Coming from this illustration, the empirical description of the phases of the modelling cycle (process) will be pointed out on the basis of the results of the COM²-project.

2.1 Cognitive-psychological analysis of modelling processes in mathematics lessons (COM²-project)

Looking at modelling from a cognitive perspective has largely been neglected in the current discussion regarding modelling. This research project, in which context-bounded mathematics lessons are being analysed from a cognitive-psychological perspective, takes up issues from the PhD-thesis on mathematical thinking styles (Borromeo Ferri 2004a), in which learners’ different individual mathematical thinking styles were reconstructed. The study also refers to an already completed follow-on case-study (Borromeo Ferri 2004b, 2004c), which discusses the influence of mathematical thinking styles on transition processes from real world to mathematics. Four different aspects will be analyzed from a cognitive perspective in the COM²-project:

1. Analysing learners and teachers in contextual mathematics lessons
2. Analysing micro-processes at an individual level
3. Analysing groups of pupils during the process
4. Considering the role of the teacher at the same time

The following questions were central to my study:

1. What influences do the mathematical thinking styles of learners and teachers have on modelling processes in context-bound mathematics lessons?

2. Can the differences between situation model, real model and mathematical model (as described in didactic literature on modelling) be reconstructed from the learners’ ways of proceeding?
Concerning the differentiations of phases in the modelling cycle I will describe results of the study only regarding to question 2. In the following the design of the study including methods of analysing and reconstructing of the phases of modelling will be presented:

The project was carried out within the context of qualitative research. The investigation was conducted in three 10th grade classes from different Gymnasien (German Grammar Schools). The sample was comprised of 65 pupils and 3 teachers. Altogether three lessons are videotaped in one class. All pupils had to do a questionnaire on mathematical thinking styles. In addition, an interview is conducted with the teacher to reconstruct his or her mathematical thinking style which also includes biographical questions. In the three videotaped lessons the pupils were divided in groups of five and solved more or less complex modelling tasks. The problems are taken from the DISUM-project (Blum/Messner/Pekrun) and are of central importance as they delineate the field for the analysis.

One group in each class was videotaped while modelling. Not always having the same group within the three hours per class, the videotaped group changed with a new modelling problem. So, altogether 35 learners of the whole sample were in a special focus for reconstructing different phases in the modelling cycle and describing these phases empirically. Due to the fact, that there also were different modelling problems, many additional aspects could be generated from the data in dependence of the problem. In accordance with Grounded Theory (Strauss & Corbin 1996), codes were formed and used in order to break up and reassemble data. So besides others, statements of the pupils were coded and put into phases of the modelling process.

2.2 Empirical description of the phases and their transitions

As I mentioned in section 1.2 the description of the phases in the modelling process are normative and are seen as an ideal way of modelling. Firstly I will give a normative description of a modelling process, to make clear, that the empirical descriptions which will be shown afterwards, are different.

As an example for a normative description see Kaiser below (belonging to cycle in figure 8).

“A modelling process is done on the basis of the following ideal-typical procedure: A real world situation is the process’ starting point. Then the situation is idealised (named (a) in figure 1), i.e. simplified or structured in order to get a real world model. Then this real world model is mathematised (b), i.e. translated into mathematics so that it leads to a mathematical model of the original situation. Mathematical considerations during the mathematical model produce mathematical results (c) which must be reinterpreted into the real situation (d). The adequacy of the results must be checked, i.e. validated. In the case of an unsatisfactory problem solution, which happens quite frequently in practice, this process must be iterated.” (Kaiser 2005, 101)

Very helpful for the description of phases of modelling in the COM²-project were the reconstructed individual modelling routes of the learners in the groups while modelling (see Borromeo Ferri, in press). As a modelling route I use to denote the individual modelling process on an internal and external level. The individual starts this process during a certain phase, according to his/her preferences, and then goes through different phases several times or only once, focussing on a certain phase or ignoring others. To be precise from a cognitive viewpoint, one has to speak of visible modelling routes, as one can only refer to verbal utterances or external representations for the reconstruction of the starting-point and the modelling route. So, this made clear, that the modelling process is really not linear.

Combining all these reconstructed modelling routes of the pupils, it became clear, how phases and their transitions while modelling can be described empirically. I will not give examples in detail here, because they would only make sense in connection to a modelling problem used in the study. But the following descriptions are a result of all modelling routes of the pupils over all modelling problems used by the pupils.

In what I call the phases, they are the six areas an individual can go through while modelling, that means from real situation to real results. What I call the transition also means the transition from one phase to another phase.

As mentioned earlier, the following descriptions belong to the “modelling cycle under a cognitive perspective”, which is shown below:
**Real Situation**

The real situation presents the situation, which is given in the problem. That can be a picture or only a text or both.

Within the **transition** from real situation to mental representation of the situation (MRS) the individual understands the problem more or less. A mental reconstruction of the situation given in the problem takes place, which is rather on an implicit level and mostly unaware for the individual. Even if the individual does not understand the problem, it can go on working on the task.

**Mental representation of the situation (MRS)**

The individual has a mental representation of the situation, which is given in the problem. This MRS can be very different, for example depending on the mathematical thinking style of the individual: visual imaginations in connection with strong associations to own experiences; or the focus lies more in the numbers and facts given in the problem, which the individual wants to combine or relate.

The difference between real Situation and MRS has two main aspects: 1) unaware simplifications of the task and in connecting with that, 2) the individual preference, how to deal with the problem in the upcoming modelling process.

Within the **transition** process from MRS to real model an idealisation and simplification of the problem takes place, which is more aware for the individual. This is because during the MRS the individual makes decisions, which influences the way of “filtering” the information in the problem. Depending what kind of problem is given, the question or the demand for extra-mathematical knowledge comes up.

**Real Model**

This phase has a strong connection to the MRS. That is why the real model is mostly built on an internal level of the individual. This also means that the level of external representations (sketches or formulae) can represent a real model as well. But this really depends on the verbal statements of the individuals while making an external representation.

The **transition** from real model to mathematical model is characterized as follows: the individual progress in mathematizing; moreover the extra-mathematical knowledge (depends on the task) is strongly demanded by the individuals and used to build a mathematical model.

**Mathematical model**

In this phase the individuals mainly make external representations in the sense of sketches or formulae. Now, verbal statements of the individuals are more on a mathematical level, less on a level referring to the reality. The transition into mathematics is completed here.

Within the **transition** from mathematical model to
mathematical results the individuals use their mathematical competencies.

**Mathematical results**
The individuals mostly write down their results, which they get on the basis of the model.

The interpretation of the results takes place in the transition from mathematical results to real results. Also this phase, which is an important one, is often not done with awareness by the individuals.

**Real results**
The mathematical results are discussed by the individuals concerning their correspondence, if they can be real results.

While validating the individuals think about the correspondence of their real results and their MRS. This can be correct for them or not. On the basis of the data two different ways of validating of the learners could be generated:

“Intuitive Validation” (more unconscious):
The individual finds out for himself, that the results can be wrong for reasons that he can not really explain. Or he “feels” that the results are wrong, because they do not fit in the own frame of experiences and associations. So it is an intuitive decision, which is more unaware and not really ratio.

“Knowledge-based Validation” (more conscious)
Depending on how extra-mathematical knowledge is needed in the problem the different individuals deal with that. So “knowledge-based validation” means, that individuals either agree with their results on the basis of their extra-mathematical knowledge or not. There can be distinguished between two kinds of consciousness: 1) aware, but not knowledge-based and 2) aware, but knowledge-based.

Both “intuitive” and “knowledge-based” validation are connected with the previous reflections of the individual. The reason, why individuals mostly do not validate is the fact, that they make mostly an “inner-mathematical validation”. Validating means for them “calculating” the mathematical model. They do not connect the results to the situation respectively to the reality, which is given in the situation.

Compared with a normative description of the phases, this gives more insights empirically from the perspective of the individual on what is happening from a cognitive perspective.

### 2.3 Discussion

The empirical differentiation of the phases was, besides others, one result of the current research study. Of course the distinction was and is not easy. Every statement of the learner has to be interpreted in connection with his/her external representation and with the problem. Here I will not give examples in detail regarding these statements. But I will point out some general aspects:

It became clear, that the way, how the problem is structured can have an influence on distinguishing between phases. In a pragmatic way I distinguish two kinds of structured problems (within the COM²-project):

1. Modelling problems which contain more information in connection with given numbers in the task and numbers, which have to be adding through extra-mathematical knowledge.
2. Modelling problems, which have less numbers given, but inner-mathematical knowledge is available on an implicit level and must be recognized and used for solving.

The analysis of the data showed, that concerning problems of category 1 compared to category 2 the distinction between real model and mathematical model was difficult. The reasons for that were the following:

Coming to a mathematical model of the problem, a lot of calculations had to be done before. But these calculations did not represent a simplification of the problem, but only a meaningful combining of numbers, which are given. Because of these calculation the learners got intermediate results, which they interpreted backwards sometimes more reality-based or mathematically-based. So the individuals changed and stayed mainly between real model and mathematical model a long time. Analysing modelling processes of individuals, who solved problems of category 2, it was much easier to distinguish the phases. Reasons for that can be simply the fact, that not a lot of numbers were given. So, the problems were more open in this sense, although all problems were complex.

Besides this phenomenon one has to point out, that these analysis are done on a micro-level, otherwise it not possible to distinguish the phases. Also one has to add, that the interpretation could be seen from a subjective viewpoint. To guarantee a stronger reliability of the analysis, these were done at first independently by myself and by my research student, and then discussed together.

---

3 I thank my research student Björn Wißmach for discussions especially about this phenomenon.
3. Final discussion

Given the variety of approaches and aims within the modelling discussion this area of research in mathematics education is growing rapidly. One trend in the modelling discussion for the next years could be a cognitive viewpoint. This area of research has been neglected by and large in the past discussion. It is an important direction to gain insights into the minds of the pupils and teachers.
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